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«… no one could be called happy 
without his share of public happiness, 

that no one could be called free 
without his experience in public freedom… ». 

Hannah Arendt

«Gizonen lana jakintza dugu: ezagutuz aldatzea,
naturarekin bat izan eta harremanetan sartzea.

Eta indarrak ongi errotuz, gure sustraiak lurrari lotuz,
bertatikan irautea: ezaren gudaz baietza sortuz,

ukazioa legetzat hartuz beti aurrera joatea».

[The work of man is the pursuit of knowledge: to learn 
and transform, to become one with nature, and to unveil it.

To endure by seeding our strength and embedding 
our roots to the land:to obtain affirmation by battling 

the law of contradiction, always forging ahead].

Xabier Lete
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I

The Danger of a Single Story

Nigerian writer Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s eigh -

teen-minute online TED Talk in 2009 has had more than

thirteen million views. In her talk, she warned of “the

danger of a single story.” She explained that she mo ved

to the United States to pursue university studies from

her homeland. Her roommate once commented in

awe that her English was great, for an Afri can. Adichie’s

re ply was, “Nigeria happens to have En glish as its official

language,” leaving her roommate shocked. 

On another occasion, when her roommate asked

her if she could listen to her “tribal music,” Adichie

de  clared that her favorite artist was American singer

and songwriter Mariah Carey. Adichie observed that

Wes tern culture, with its power structure, has crea -

9
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ted a single story about peoples from African nations.

She observed that most, if not all, Westerners view

Africans from that limited perspective. Consequently,

it is necessary, in her opinion, to add other stories in

an effort to disarm century-old prejudices. “When

we reject the single story, when we realize that there

is never a single story about any place, we re gain a

kind of paradise”. Those were Adichie’s closing TED

Talk words.  

Euskadi is not a single story either. Rather, its peo-

ple are a diverse human group formed by thousands

of individuals, with many stories. Yet, often, Basques

have been seen through a single lens. On one occa-

sion, when the great Argentinean author Jorge Luis

Borges was asked about the Basques in an interview,

he responded that Basques are not good for any-

thing, “like blacks, blacks are useless too, if good for

anything, perhaps to be slaves.” Apparently, we have

done nothing throughout history except milk cows.

Borges was not the only person to have precon-

ceived notions about an ethnic group. It is a universal

flaw unrelated to one’s cultural level. Anyone can fall

An Ancient Country in Love with Modernity
Euskadi Basque Country
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victim to this weakness. Some make as many mista -

kes as the number of words they say.

Immanuel Kant, pillar of western philosophy, wrote

in his Beobachtungen über das Gefühl des Schönen und

Erhabenen (Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful

and Sublime, 1764) that Africans are inferior, second

class and incapable of creating beauty. Apparently, Im-

manuel Kant’s impaired perspective was caused by

his never having left his birthplace. Thankfully, others

think differently. 

Alberto Manguel, another Argentinian author, was

profoundly influenced by his encounter with a Bas -

que priest. When Manguel was a young man, he went

to the small town of Monés Cazón, many kilometers

from Buenos Aires, to interview a Basque who had

trans lated the Argentinian classic Martín Fierro into

the Basque language. Domingo Jaka Kortajarena,

known as apaiz Txomin (father Txomin), was born in

Be rastegi, but was exiled to Argentina during the

Spanish Civil War. In addition to celebrating Mass, the

priest translated classic works into the Basque lan-

guage and also kept bees. He spoke Basque to the

11
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bees. As Manguel explains, Jaka Kortajarena told him

that bees need to be cared for with love. Jaka Korta -

ja rena warned him that he should never remove all

the honey from the beehive. He said to always leave

so me honey for the bees, noting, “Generosity must

be repaid with generosity.” If not, the bees will die, li -

ke what happens to industrial producers who are not

ge nerous. 

For the rest of his life, Manguel will remember the

Basque priest who spoke Basque to bees and who

lo ved nature and his connection to his environment.

Manguel will also never forget the priest because he

got to know him as a person, and Jaka Kortajarena

taught him an important lesson that “generosity must

be repaid with generosity.” Manguel, therefore, loved

the Basque Country and the Basque language, preci -

se ly because of his connection with that priest. 

Perhaps preconceived notions disappear when we

get to know someone. That immediacy helps us shatter

ideas we might previously have had. When we get clo -

se to another person, our biased opinions may dissi -

pa te like the fog in a warming sun. We also can fall in

An Ancient Country in Love with Modernity
Euskadi Basque Country
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lo ve with someone who belongs to a group we once

fea red. Perhaps that’s it: a direct, personal relationship

with another can destroy preconceptions and closed

mindedness. 

It is a shame that Borges never met Jaka Kortaja re na. 

Euskadi encompasses a diverse human group for -

med by so many individuals. Each person has her

own origin, life experiences and distinct personality.

We must hold on to that plurality, no matter what it

takes. To be a member of a specific culture or ethnic

group or to have the sense of belonging to a certain

country does not indicate that particular society is

ho mogeneous. That would be in vain. There is no

such thing as a pure society. Narrow-minded pers -

pectives and the desire to advance one group at the

expense of another create problems.  Indeed, it is the

diverse society that encompasses all feelings, ideas,

origins, and faiths, which must be respected. 

That is why the story presented here about Euska -

di will not be one-sided. This will not be an invented

sto ry nor a dream, but reality. What will be brought to

13
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paper will be a Basque Country that actually exists. It

will consider our diverse society, with all the richness

it offers.y

An Ancient Country in Love with Modernity
Euskadi Basque Country
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II

The Basque Country: 
The Land of Diverse Gifts

On a visit to Aston University in Birmingham, En-

gland, we were complaining about the alleged small

size of the Basque Country. A professor asked me if

I knew how many Maoris there were. “Many”, I re -

plied without thinking twice. Maoris are quite spec -

ta cular and most everyone can place them on a map

or have heard something of their customs and

appea rance. Children from all over the world know

how to imitate the Haka war-dance that the New

Zealand rugby team performs before its games.

“Well, there are only about half-a-million Maori”, ex-

plained the professor. “So, you Basques can’t com-

plain. There are many more of you. All you need is

vi sibility in the world”.  
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Epeli Hau’ofa, Tongan anthropologist and intellectual

who was born in the Fiji Islands, knew the Maori cul-

ture intimately. He studied all the Pacific Island peoples.

He advanced the idea that small cultures are like vol-

canos that peek out in the ocean. At first glan ce, a vol-

cano looks like a small point emerging from un der the

surface. That is, if you are looking from a boat. But from

under the surface, things look very di ffe rent. Under the

ocean, volcanos are huge. Therefore, dimension is a

ma tter of point of view. The con clusion depends on

who is looking at what and from which perspective.

Consequently, the Basque Country is neither big nor

small: it is its own size, it is an appropriate size. 

We are facing a new era, one that will transform our

way of living. If we speak about contemporary history,

we might say that Jose Antonio Agirre’s generation put

us on the world map. Later, the Basque cultural resistan -

ce created during the Franco dictatorship has endured

in our minds for years, into the present day.

Now we must face another era: the age of new

technologies. 

An Ancient Country in Love with Modernity
Euskadi Basque Country
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Our society is diverse. It is one that must advance

while respecting each individual’s uniqueness. It is a

so ciety that accepts each individual. We are about to

ride a new wave with optimism and the conviction

that we, indeed, have something to offer the world

(and ourselves). The twenty-first century has shown

that we live in a world with many differing positions

and that there are many important arguments or

points, not just one or two. Besides, the fact that we

are a relatively small society enables contact with

others and makes collaboration among individuals

more possible. As Zygmund Bauman stated, having a

small population facilitates inclusion and justice. Let’s

enjoy the advantages of what seems to some to be

a disadvantage.     

If we try to promote our image abroad, it is essen -

tial to portray an image that is real and not a false or

superficial one. This image must be based on authen-

tic elements and genuine ideas, setting aside clichés

and preconceived notions. Otherwise, how will we

pro mote our image if we do not recognize our re-

flection in the mirror? 

17
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On the other hand, as science explained the struc-

ture of DNA, explaining our identity must be simple

and clear. Our goal should be to express the essence

of our collective character.

Consequently, we can summarize our Basque so-

ciety’s “DNA” in three main ideas.

1. This is an old country that remains vibrant today.

In my many travels abroad, I have noticed that the

ancient origins of our country spark fascination. For

example, there is a mystery and charm about our

ancient and unique language. The fascination dee-

pens when people find out that the use of Euskara,

our language, is growing today. After enduring many

difficulties and perils, almost to the point of extinc-

tion, the number of Basque language speakers is

increasing. Our ancient culture interests others and

is held up as an example of cultural persistence

because it is still growing. This also has to do with

the concept of resilience: though the Basques have

su ffered much adversity through the centuries, we

are not on a death watch. We are alive.

2. A country of contemporaneity and modernity.

For ages, Basque society has known how to be fle -

An Ancient Country in Love with Modernity
Euskadi Basque Country
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xi ble, mobile and adaptable. With a shortage of

land to cultivate, Basques created foundries to

make iron tools and then distributed them though

commerce.  Since we had forests within reach, we

made use of the wood to build ships. Through the

scarcity we have experienced, we have developed

the means to adapt situations to our benefit. We

have worked to find our own internal solutions

within our own timeframe in an effort to build a

mo dern country for our size. Often the small can

discover paths overlooked by the great. Smaller

countries have the agility and flexibility to devise

solutions for the rest of the world, such as the case

for the Basque cooperative movement. Form is of

great importance here; you have only to look at

the way we do things. Machine-tool parts are not

only practical but also beautiful in their simplicity.

Modernity is derived from developing form from

aesthetic simplicity, as the great Orio artist, Oteiza,

knew well. Ours is a country that loves to be at

the forefront. It is not comfortable following a

prior, well-known path. It is a country that cons -

tantly questions itself, with critical spirit, to forge

ahead into the future. 

19
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3. A country with values. Since the Basques did not

have massive agricultural fields to cultivate, we ex-

plored the vast fields of the sea. Our people jour-

neyed by sea to America and Asia: our ancestors

traveled the world. Ours is a country of migrants

who have gone abroad. We should never forget

that. At the same time, ours is a country that has

been enriched by those who have come to our

land from other places. We have gone abroad and

have also shared what we had with those who mi-

grated to our country. Because everyone who lives

here belongs here. Generosity and solidarity are

among our characteristics. Why shouldn’t we admit

it? Ours is a generous society: why else would we

place such importance on education and health-

care? How many people work with non-govern-

mental-organizations here and abroad, with the

fundamental purpose of making this a more hu-

mane world? Generosity, solidarity, diversity and in-

clusion are our core Basque values.

When Charles Darwin wrote the Origins of the

Spe cies, he focused on a few small animals in the Ga -

la pagos Islands. He did not study widely spread Eu-

An Ancient Country in Love with Modernity
Euskadi Basque Country
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ropean species, nor ones born in other continents.

He understood the inner workings of nature through

the study of the Galapagos Islands’ iguanas and birds

that developed in unique ways. Those rare and pe-

culiar species shed light on his research. In fact, simi-

larly, we all are necessary in this giant world’s

eco  system. The Basque Country is another vital ele-

ment to understanding the world. As biologists know,

the planet’s natural tendency is to increase species’

diversity, and to produce more species. It is in such

diversity that our future lies. 

Therefore, let us first strengthen our culture, busi-

nesses, education, science… and disseminate them

throughout the world, fearlessly and confidently.y

21
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III

The Country of Basque

The term Euskal Herria signifies that ours is the

Coun try of the Basque language. The word Euskaldun

means a person who “speaks Basque.” If anything sets

us apart, it is our language. And if we begin analyzing

our language, we will realize that the language itself

will tell us what we are like. Basque is a language that

loves simplicity, and so do we. We love simplicity in

many activities, and in general we are not fond of

adorn ments.

If we focus on the language, we realize that there

are few original Basque words. The words that refer

to the land and the weather are the oldest. In con-

trast, those connected to technology and culture, the

newer words, we have borrowed from others outsi -

23
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de the Basque language. It is not right to say we have

“borrowed them” from outside, however. Those who

have come here from outside have enriched our life,

culture, and the language. More than half of the

words in Basque come from Latin. The Romans gave

us kipula, pagoa, sartagia, libertatea, and legea (onion,

beech, frying pan, liberty and law) and many other

words that we use often in our language today.

Basques, being a nomadic society, did not even

know what love was. Apparently, love came with agri-

culture. Before then, people loved in a freer way. The

often-uttered phrase “maite zaitut” (I love you) is not

originally Basque either. The Indo-Europeans brought

it along three thousand years ago, and aren’t we

thank ful they did?

This means that Basque, this language from thou-

sands of years ago, this marvelous language that is

on ly spoken in our land (though this statement

should be clarified because there are other Basque-

speaking communities throughout the world) has

been nourished from many other languages due to

the Basque Country being a place of passage for ma -

An Ancient Country in Love with Modernity
Euskadi Basque Country
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ny diverse cultures. Nearly all have left some traces

be hind: the Celts, Romans, Arabs, Castilians, French,

En glish, and others have enriched the Basque langua -

ge. Our millenary Basque language, old yet young,

shows us who we are. The language is our mirror, and

it encompasses the legacy of those who have come

to our land.

Perhaps maite zaitut (I love you) reached the Ara -

ba Errioxa by way of the Ebro River but that does not

mean that Araba was not Basque. The oldest, most

com prehensive and best-known Basque dictio na ry

was written in 1562 by an Italian traveler in Ara ba

communicating with Gasteiz neighbors. The Italian Ni -

colao Landucchio published the dictionary Dictionar-

ium linguae cantabricae. Bocabularioa ezqueraz ja qui teco

eta ezqueraz verba eguiteco, (Dictionary of the Can -

tabrian language. Vocabulary to learn and speak Bas -

que.) It is the most comprehensive dictio na ry

pu  blis hed in the sixteenth-to-seventeenth centuries,

with about 6,000 entries. It should also be noted that

in the mid-sixteenth century, another Ara ba native,

Joan Pérez Lazarraga, wrote a compilation of poetry,

25
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a pastoral novel, and a collection of songs. It was the

first original Basque prose piece. And they say that

Ara  ba is the seventh daughter (the seventh pro vin ce)!

The word euskaldun itself is quite complex. It en-

compasses a concept that is completely modern and

far-reaching. Euskaldunak are those who know and

speak the Basque language, and also those who don’t

know Euskara but live among us. To be Basque, it is

enough to have a willingness to be so: you will be a

full member of the community if you speak the lan-

guage. This membership does not have to do with

hol ding a passport or being within a country’s bor-

ders. Even a person born in Tokyo who still lives there

and is a Basque translator is considered as much a

Bas  que as a farmer from Ataun if that person has

cho sen to speak Basque.

The Basque language brings with it a set of values,

voluntarism, altruism, dignity and the desire to make

the world more diverse. In fact, the Basque language

itself makes the world more diverse, more colorful.

We never forget that in the darkest times, children

were punished for speaking Basque. Today, the lan-

An Ancient Country in Love with Modernity
Euskadi Basque Country
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guage is alive as the result of the hard work and de-

termination of thousands of people of different gene -

rations. It is not only alive but thriving amid many

difficulties and challenges. Many people have been

wor king tirelessly to vitalize it. At first, people wanted

to hold on to a small fire that was dying. After all, it

was a language that did not make much sense in a

mo dern world, spoken only by ordinary people.

It is difficult to see one’s language on the path of ex-

tinction—to know the words your ancestors spoke

may disappear forever. Most speakers of major lan-

guages have never known what it is like to face the loss

of one’s ancestral language, the same way men do not

know what it is like to feel like a woman, to know her

fears. The Basques faced persecution and prejudice,

even over their language—their fundamental means of

human expression. Let me share an anecdote. After the

dictator Francisco Franco died, Philippe Ganier, a jour-

nalist for Paris Match magazine, interviewed the newly-

named president of the Spanish Government, Adolfo

Suárez. Ganier asked Adolfo Suárez the following:

27
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“Is it going to be possible to complete secondary

education in the Catalan and Basque languages?”.

And Suárez replied:

“Your question, if you’ll permit me, is stupid. First,

find me teachers that can teach nuclear chemistry in

Catalan or Basque. Let’s be serious”.

Some make as many mistakes as the number of

words they say.

Today we have top-notch physicists–who teach in

Basque.

Fortunately, during these last forty years, the Bas -

que language has advanced exponentially. It is not used

as frequently nor is it as far-reaching as Spanish and

French, but we Basques have taken significant steps to

preserve our language today in the Basque Country

and beyond. As result of constant social mobilizations

and decisions made by official institutions, it is a per-

son’s civil right to speak in the language that one

wishes today. Active policies must be advanced. We

cannot expect things to fall into place on their own.

As active measures must be taken against sexism and

An Ancient Country in Love with Modernity
Euskadi Basque Country
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discrimination of minorities, similar action must be

taken when it comes to protecting the right to speak

the Basque language.

Today, the situation of the Basque language is unli ke

any in the past. Based on the data at hand, a majori ty of

youth under the age of forty in the Basque Country

will soon know Basque. In 2036, 49.5% of the po pu la -

tion in the Basque Autonomous Community will be

spea kers of Basque; among those younger than 25, it

will be 83.4%. Most of the Basque speakers will be “new

Basques”, meaning, members of families who did not

know Basque before. Many of them will be immigrants

or their children. Those who have been speakers of

Basque for generations will be the minori ty and that is

something to keep in mind. In a few years, social diver -

sity will guarantee the future of the Basque language.

Basque has a way of making people fall in love with

it. When we go abroad and tell people about our lan-

guage, they react with awe to its resilience and unique-

ness. For example, they learn that the word urte (year)

comes from the word ur (water) referring to the snow

on mountain tops melting once a year and, conse-

29
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quently, making rivers rise. Therefore, urtea, because

snow would melt once a year, in spring. There are ma -

ny other examples of this beautiful language – some

of which are true, and others are untrue. For example,

consider the saying that the origin of the word bihotz

(heart) comes from bi hots (two sounds) because the

heart sounds twice for each beat. True or false? A nice

after-dinner topic of discussion.

Nevertheless, what truly makes a foreigner fall in

love with Basque are other things—the fact that the

language was about to die and has grown to become

a model for languages in similar situations in Europe,

Africa, Asia, America, and Oceania. There are many

people looking at us, and some are encouraged by

seeing the “before and after” picture of the Basque

language. There is a solution and not everything has

been lost. Yet, in order to advance and not lose our

lan guage, strength, energy, and the willingness to work

hard are essential.

We cannot constantly be weeping. We are a million

Basque speakers. We are not such a small language in

An Ancient Country in Love with Modernity
Euskadi Basque Country
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the world atlas. There are many other languages sma -

ller than ours. We have placed ourselves rapidly and

fir mly in the technology realm. It is also true that we

have much work ahead of us. We have not achie ved

equality yet. There are three large languages cu rren tly

in use in the Basque Country (Basque, Spanish, and

French), and we cannot forget the new languages that

are coming into our country. These multiple languages

enrich us. There has always been more than one lan-

guage here. It is only fair to support the weakest one,

especially when this language is only spoken by us who

are Basque.

It is a job we need to do generously.

Just like Domingo Jaka Kortajarena did in his Ar-

gentinian exile, generously, lovingly, and calmly.y
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IV

The Impact of Geography: 
Land, Iron and the Sea

Tim Marshall wrote a book entitled, Prisoners of

Geo graphy, and in it he stated that geography com-

pletely determines the history of countries. He decla -

red that it is the land that shapes the character of a

peo ple. The people of the United States of Ameri ca,

China, or Russia, therefore, would not be who they

are if their geography had been different. Accor ding

to Marshall, the character of Americans is tied to the

wilderness they had to conquer when, as lo ne ly pio-

neers, they faced the unforgiving cold winter tem-

peratures and dangerous wild animals. 

Their deep religious faith and their strange (to us

at least) custom of carrying guns would account for
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the characteristic solitary personality that such an im-

mense, untamable land has forged. In Marshall’s opini -

on, the great desire for freedom would likewise stem

from the expansive land. Similarly, Irish people would

li kely not be Irish if they had not lived on an island, or

Japanese people would not have retained such strong

customs if the impassable sea had not separated them

from China until the steamboats arrived. Afghanistan

tri bes have never been defeated because they live

amid mountains. The development of Australian Abori -

gi nes and the New Zealand Maoris differ because one

group lived on a giant island, and the other group is

completely connected to the Pacific Ocean. 

The same can be said about the Basque Country.

The connection of our land to green pastures and

farm houses is a widely accepted cultural stereotype.

Most of our iconography has been connected to the

farmhouse. For example, consider the iconic image

of grandfather and grandmother sitting by the hearth.

Truth be told, the fields were important to Basque

economy, and cultural transmission can be attributed

to the farmhouse as the primary depository of the

An Ancient Country in Love with Modernity
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Bas que language. The cultural image of the Basques

through the farmhouse alone is incomplete, to say

the least, because two other key elements have sha -

ped our history for centuries: iron and the sea.

Consider this:  The Basque Country fields are

green, but not especially broad! As the saying goes,

“we have grown in confined pastures”. In other

words, the Basque fields were not bountiful because

they were often steep and difficult to farm. On the

other hand, the Basque Country has also had iron

clo se to the surface of the earth and enough rain

and streams to power foundries. We have not lacked

wood to build ships. We have always had the sea clo -

se by to transport iron anywhere. 

When it comes to fishing, our coastline drops

dras  tically from the shore to the sea. One need not

sail far to reach the abyssal depth of the ocean floor.

This short continental shelf required that we sail far-

ther to fish.

The small fields, the earth’s iron, and the nearby

sea have forged us as a people. Even though the ima -
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gery of our land is tied to green fields, commerce,

our industrial character, and ships have been present

in our society for ages! These three factors produced

diverse communities of farmers, foundry workers,

ship-builders and merchants. If we consider, as an

exam ple, the sixteenth-century whale hunters, it was

the collaboration among those groups of people that

brought prosperity to our country. The primary and

secondary sectors have worked alongside each other

here for a long time.

This can also be seen in the cultural realm. 

Basque whalers had contact with natives in Iceland

and Canada. A pidgin language was created using Bas -

que words, so that they could trade with the peoples

of those lands. The relationship with the Icelandic

peo ple, however, was not always positive; apparently,

they got fed up with us, and until very recently, it was

le gal to kill Basques. Nevertheless, Icelanders often

tell a story unrelated to the whaling trade. An Icelan -

dic writer once noted, “It looks like Basques enjo yed

pur suing young Icelandic women, and that is what

cau sed the conflict”. We thought the problems were

An Ancient Country in Love with Modernity
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due to whale hunting when the dispute was rea lly

about rivalry over love!

The Basques spoke Basque with the indigenous

people in Canada and also learned and spoke their

native language. A dictionary that linguists created in-

dicates an interesting element of this language. When

natives greeted one another, asking how they were

doing, they all customarily replied in Basque: “Apaizac

hobeto”, meaning “Priests are doing better”. 

It is not strange to find the word Londres (London)

in old Basque ballads. In the ballads Peru gurea Londre -

sen (Our Peru in London) or Ana Juanixe, the protago -

nists go to London to buy and sell goods. This has

in fluenced our lives. While the men are away on busi-

ness, the wife and girlfriend go out with another man.

The woman is the guilty party, but not the husband

who is away from home and assumed to be virtuous.

Quite an interesting interpretation. This ballad shows

that commerce has been extremely alive in our coun-

try from the Middle Ages through the present day. The

Basque coastline has determined our livelihood. Con -

se quently, we have had important commercial towns
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like Lekeitio, Mutriku, and Donibane Lohizune, for

exam ple, which have opened wide the doors to the

world. Later, two other important commercial towns

would join the list: Pasaia and Bilbo.

The inland towns have also been very active in

com mercial endeavors. Wine from the Araba Errioxa

area has been sold throughout the Iberian Peninsula

for many centuries and then by sea to the world be-

yond. Fish were transported from the coast to the

south by wagon. On their return, merchants brought

wine by the coastal route of the Way of Saint James. 

Today, our industrial and commercial character re-

mains very much alive. At one time, merchants from

Mutriku traveled to London and all the way to Ca -

na da and the United States of America from Pasaia.

Today, as in the past, the Basque Country’s primary

customers are the United Kingdom, the United Sta -

tes, and Central Europe. The Basque Country’s cur-

rent international trade is 7.6% of the Gross

Do  mestic Product (GDP). This GDP is significantly

hig her than the European average: 122% to be exact.
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A total of 15,000 Basque businesses export their

products abroad.

Now, when those on the other side of the sea ask

us, “How are you?” Instead of replying “Apaizac ho-

beto” (Priests are doing better!), we should answer,

“Ezin hobeto”, (Couldn’t be better!).y
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V

The Blonde Nuns of Arequipa

There is a spectacular convent in the Peruvian city

of Arequipa. Its name is Santa Catalina. However, it is

not a mere convent, but a walled city with streets, a

plaza and houses. From a patio painted in red, you

walk on to a blue street. All is painted in colors. Santa

Catalina is chock-full of colorful houses.   

In the days when Peru was part of the Spanish

em pire, wealthy families owned houses inside the

con vent. Well-to-do fathers often sent one of their

daughters to Santa Catalina with the intention of

making sure that the gates of heaven would remain

open for them. Since they were affluent, their ser-

vants accompanied these women as they lived their
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lives within the cloister. As the stories explain, the

nuns never lacked good food or drink.

They even had a pond, where they would bathe

once a week in its cold water to drown their sexual

desire. The main job of the nuns was to dress saints.

That is, they sewed clothing for religious statues. The

saint statues, however, needed heads of hair, so the

nuns used their own hair on these statues. It is as-

tounding to look at the statues of these saints: they

ha ve blonde hair. In Peru, where almost everyone has

dark hair, these saints are blond.  

As the convent guidebook says, the nuns of Santa

Catalina were daughters of well-off families of European

origin—that is, white-skinned and blonde. According to

the tales about Santa Catalina, it is likely that those blon -

de nuns would have been Basque, for there were no

other blonde people in Arequipa but Basques!

It is not a lie. Our land has yielded more than its

share of priests and nuns. Many of them went far into

the world when navigation progress opened the way

to America, Asia, and Africa. Certainly, Basques were
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travel companions to the conquistadors, as examples

from the anthropology museum of Mexico City

show us. Priests used astrological disks that native cul-

tures considered sacred to build their altars. Since

the disks were round, they also occasionally used

them as millstones, without taking into account the

cultural values of the native peoples, assaulting their

original values, views and beliefs. 

This is not the occasion to discuss the bitterness

of conquest, for the devastation it caused is quite well

known. We Basques had our part in that destruction,

for we too are people “born under the sky.” Never-

theless, there are stories beyond the devastation.

The Dominican monk Frantzisko Vitoria was the

first to present a complaint to emperor Carlos V

about the oppression of the native peoples. He de-

clared that Native Americans also had souls. He ar-

gued that it should be the natives’ choice to become

Christian, not an imposition. Likewise, he said that the

properties and possessions of the native population

had to be respected as their own. 
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In the treaty known as De indiis, which was publis -

hed in 1539 by the University of Salamanca, Fran tzis -

ko Vitoria wrote the following, “Publicly and pri vately,

they were owners of their possessions in pea ce and,

until proven otherwise, they need to be considered

the lawful proprietor. No one can take away their po -

ssessions”. Later, he concluded his argument, “Spa -

niards cannot justify, in any way, taking possessions

from the native population. The same as we would

ex pect if they had conquered us”.

It doesn’t appear that Carlos V followed Vitoria’s

advice. Regardless of Carlos V’s inaction, the Christian

Brother Vitoria clearly expressed in writing what the

native people’s situation was. That in itself is no a

small thing. 

The great efforts made by Jesuits and Franciscans

to spread the Christian faith in faraway lands, espe-

cially Asia and America, are well known. The creators

of the Jesuit order, Ignatius of Loyola and Frantzisko

from Xabier, were both born in the Basque Country:

one in Gipuzkoa and the other in Nafarroa. Jesuits

were pioneers in many fields. In terms of evangeliza-
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tion, they went to places that almost no other wes -

ter ners had gone. Often, they were killed in the pro -

cess. As time passed, they succeeded in creating

com munities. They would live with the native people

and learn their language. They were the first to write

dictionaries of South American and Philippine indige-

nous languages. The closeness they shared with the

indigenous population put them at odds with the

church hierarchy in Rome more than once. Apparen -

tly, in Rome they did not trust the Jesuits who wor -

ked far away.  As an Italian story goes, “he who learns

the language of the birds becomes Pope”. Perhaps,

with that story in mind, the clergymen of that time

in Rome thought that the Jesuits not only learned the

lan guage of the native people, but that of the birds

too. That must have been the fear!  

The work of the Jesuits has continued into present

day. On November 16, 1989, the Jesuit Ignazio Ella ku -

ria was killed in El Salvador. The bullet-ridden bodies

of Ellakuria and his colleagues appeared at the Central

American University. Even though they warned him

often about the risks he was taking, Ellakuria decided
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to continue working with the people and never left

El Salvador. His sin had been to be a follower of a

pro gressive theology, Liberation Theology. Ellakuria al-

ways worked to improve the livelihood of those who

had nothing. 

Today, non-governmental organizations are conti -

nuing the work that many religious men and wo men

have pursued in the past. Many organizations bring so -

li darity to what is often referred to as the Third World.

We cannot ignore that Basques have amassed great

fortunes in those lands. We have been slavers too, and

have made much money transporting humans from

Africa to America and selling them. We have obtained

elegant and spectacular palaces and farmhouses on

the sweat and blood of others. Zulueta and Aldama

are two very well-known Basque surnames of those

who were primary slave traders in Cuba.  

We share blame for all the resources that have

been exploited in those lands. It is also a matter of hu -

manity. There have been many Basques who have gone

abroad in an effort to make the world a better place,
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including doctors, teachers, and volunteers. In a way,

they are working to try to pay the debt of the past.

They, in addition to spreading good will, have also lear -

ned a lot. Among other things, they have learned to

be more humane, to be humble and happy without

ha ving much, and to love their neighbor. 

Blonde Basque volunteers play soccer with brown

chil dren in faraway lands.y
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VI

We Too Have Gone Abroad to Work

The 1852 revolution in Argentina brought a Bas -

que politician, Urquiza, to power. “To govern is to po -

pu late”, he used to say, and, for that, the Pyrenees had

to be emptied. Or so he said. In the second half of

the nineteenth and the early twentieth century, large

groups of Basques emigrated to Argentina and Uru -

guay. They also emigrated to the American West: Cali -

for nia, Nevada, Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, and

Ari zona. These were places where Basques roamed

and settled that are still home to many who speak

the Basque language.

Advances in medicine, such as vaccines, and the

end of the Carlist Wars spurred population increases.
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Faced with difficulties making a living in their home-

land, many young people decided to cross the Atlan -

tic for better economic opportunity. Emigration

in tensified due to the small farm fields and the in he -

ri tance tradition that selected the eldest son as the

on ly inheritor of the farm property.

Yes, we too have been migrants in large numbers,

until the second half of the twentieth century. 

It is well known that many Basques emigrated to

the United States and Argentina. This movement ca -

me from some areas more than others. In Bizkaia, a

big percentage of Basque young men from the Lea-

Ar tibai area left to settle in Idaho. Pete Cenarrusa,

who held the post of Secretary of State of Idaho for

36 years, was the son of Jose and Ramona, who left

Mu nitibar and Gernika, respectively, to go to Idaho.

In Nafarroa’s case, California, Mexico, and Chile are

full of people from the Baztan and Bortzirieta areas. 

Often, some towns were exclusively populated by

Bas ques, such as in the example of Argentina. In many

communities, Basques have held on to their native
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lan guage, even now. Another example is the Basques

who arrived in Nevada and lived in boarding houses,

built by other Basques. These boarding houses often

evol ved, becoming the seeds of future Basque Cen-

ters in those towns.

Today, anyone who visits the Laurak Bat Basque

Cen ter in the capital of Argentina or the Capitol Buil -

ding located in Idaho’s capital city of Boise, will see a

tree grown from a shoot of the tree of Gernika. In

the case of the tree at the Laurak Bat Basque Center

in Argentina, what once was a small sapling that was

first brought to Buenos Aires in the nineteenth cen-

tury today stands in the center of the building—thick,

tall, and strong. 

Making some calculations, we could say that the

tree that witnessed the German aerial bombing of

Ger nika in 1937 would be the same age as the Lau-

rak Bat Basque Center tree. That oak of Gernika died

long ago. The tree that is planted today in Gernika is

only a baby compared with the strong, old oak in

Bue nos Aires. 
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Wars have also pushed people to emigrate. Today,

as we are reluctant to receive refugees in Europe, we

should remember that during the World Wars, Euro -

pe bled refugees. Many countries protected us abroad,

predominantly countries in the Americas. For example,

those escaping the Carlist Wars created communities

in Argentina. (Some became highway robbers with

their old war weapons in hand). The Bilbao native, Flo-

rentzio Basaldua, tried to create the Basque Country

of his dreams in Argentina. He imagi ned an indepen-

dent country, away from here.

It ended up being just a dream. It is also very cha -

rac teristic of us to dream.

As mentioned previously, commerce has been a

big part of Basque history. Many have crossed the sea,

dreaming of building a new life. That brought con si -

derable riches to the Basque Country, such as our

wha le hunters or the Gipuzkoa Royal Company of

Ca racas. Similarly, the Biscayan School of Mexico,

which celebrates its anniversary this year, shows the

success of those Basques in their process of becoming

Americans. 
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All had to work hard, overcoming suffering and di -

ffi culties, especially in lands far from home.

The journey to California was not an easy one ei-

ther. Many Basques left home in search of gold,

though many soon began working as sheepherders.

An thropologist William Douglass, in his book Ame ri -

ka nuak, gathered the following notes written in 1852

by the Canadian traveler William Perkins, referring to

Bas que gold seekers:

Yesterday a Basque was brought in dead from “Los

Co yotes” camp. He was shot by the officers of Justice

in an attempt to rescue a prisoner. He was bu ried last

night by his countrymen by torchlight, and, accor ding

to one of their singular customs, several vo llies of mus-

quetry were fired over the grave. These Basques are

strange people, and we have a large number of them

amongst us. Generally speaking they are peaceable,

hard working men, but when their passions are arou -

sed they are very dangerous. They are probably the

ol dest people of Europe who have retained their cus-

toms and original language, if we excerpt perhaps the

Welsh (…) These fellows would make the finest sol-
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diers in the world but they are too proud to enlist in

any service (...) The Mexicans view them with a stupid

wonder. They can’t understand the use of the vast

phy sical exertions of the Basques exhibited for mere

amusement. 

We have not changed much since then. 

In the 1940s, the Spanish Civil War drove Basques

across the Atlantic. That is where we took shelter, be-

cause in most cases, they welcomed us with open

arms. We found work and love there. A second chan -

ce at life. We should not forget that. In some of the

dar kest times, the Basque language also found shelter

there, as many writers and intellectuals from Euskadi,

like Txomin Jaka Kortajarena, published their novels,

lan guage learning methods, and Basque dictio naries

there. In the Americas and in the northern Bas que

pro vinces, they held on to the small fire of the Basque

language. Undoubtedly, we must also be thankful to

America for this and must learn the lesson: it wasn’t

that long ago that we looked abroad for work and

pro tection from violence.   
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When we see refugee camps on television, re-

member that we too lived in camps like those in

wartime. Thousands of individuals were kept in the

in ternment camp of Gurs, close to Zuberoa, unable

to get out of the enclosure. 

There have been other types of migrations too.

The most singular maybe that of athletes, our Jai-Alai

pla yers. Thanks to this sport, the Nobel Prize winner

and author Ernest Hemingway and actor Gary Coo -

per were friends of the Basques! Most of these pla-

yers went to Cuba, the United States, and Mexico

but they also played in China and the Philippines. And

men were not the only ones to do so, many female

racquet players also crossed the sea to become very

successful in courts abroad. At one time, they recei -

ved more glory than men.

There is still migration today, often due to econo -

mic needs. The economic crises we’ve experienced

re cently made many young people look abroad in

search of new opportunities. Many have gone to pur-

sue their studies, and our talented youth have left us,

taking their great wealth of intelligence abroad. Today,
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a person who steps into the Basque Center in New

York will hardly see a laborer of the past. No, scien-

tists and artists are the ones who gather at that place

these days. This twenty-first century migration is of a

different kind.y
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VII

The Wealth a Workforce Brings

Txomin Agirre’s novel Garoa (Fern) reads, “I was

going to say Bizkaia, but I take it back, for the towns

on the left bank of the river, as it flows from Bilbao

on to the sea, do not seem to be in Bizkaia. In that

area, the clean Bizkaia sky is nowhere to be seen; one

cannot find the peace and neatness of the Gernika,

Durango and Markiña valleys; nor can one hear the

sweet echo of our familiar, beloved language”. Later

he continues, “Up above we find the Galdames, San

Salvador and Anboto mountains, and the Ortuella

and Gallarta, darker colored soil and men. There are

no trees, no flowers nor even grass on those moun-

tains. Those brownish mountains have been scraped

raw to extract iron; they seem covered as much with
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sweat as with blood. The darker colored men have

earned a bad name. Many, probably most of them,

might be the sons of honest parents, but living among

scoundrels and mischievous companions, they have

been infected by evil. They are courageous and blas-

phemous; slackness is their companion; force is their

law. Their souls are tarnished amid nasty lewdness,

and the fog of cursing”. 

Agirre, a great writer, was a traditional and con-

servative man of his time. The changes brought by

the industrial revolution frightened him. In his opini -

on, if the Basque Country was to continue to exist,

it had to be rural, not urban. Txomin Agirre was not

the only Basque who held such a view. A large part

of society at that time shared the same opinion and

believed that workers who came from elsewhere to

bring wealth to the Basque Country were lesser men

and women.

At the end of the nineteenth and throughout the

twentieth centuries, many poor people, attracted by

the opportunity that factories offered, entered the

Basque Country. Likewise, in the sixties, waves of
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peo ple arrived at the plains of the province of Araba,

especially Gasteiz. Big crowds came to different areas

of the Basque Country. 

Those who witnessed that era in Ondarroa say

that, as result of the development that the fishing in-

dustry brought, many foreign fishermen crowded the

Basque port. Most came from Galicia and Andalusia.

Rumor also had it that an entire town from Andalusia

came, including its mayor. There was so much availa -

ble work! An entire town came to Ondarroa and

ano ther one from Castilla came to Zumarraga too.

In 1914, the town of Pampliega moved to Zumarra -

ga, attracted by work on the Norte railroad. Many

mo re came to the Basque Country from Burgos, Lo -

gro ño, Valladolid, Palencia, Extremadura, and from

other areas in Spain. 

Immigration created the fear of losing our native

lan guage and character, and also enflamed contempt

toward the newcomers. In some cases, instead of

welcoming with open hearts those who came from

elsewhere, we ostracized them. Apparently, we forgot

that when we went abroad, others offered us great
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opportunities. The American continent is living proof

of this.

The welcoming issue aside, this workforce enri -

ched our country economically and culturally. More-

over, they made the Basque Country freer. If it had

not been for the effort of those who migrated here,

the proclamation of workers’ rights and the triumph

of social rights would be very far away from us today.

Those immigrants that at one time were derogatorily

called “Blacks and Koreans” brought to us innovative

ideas that have served to give us better working con-

ditions, improved rights, and a more diverse society.

Thanks to the gift of immigration, we have also re-

ceived other advantages. Namely, cultural diversity.

Immigrants have truly diversified our identity. “Purity”

is not only dangerous, but also dull.  Those who think

they are of a pure race are in danger of thinking that

they are more important than others. It is imperative,

then, to set those ideas aside.

This reminds me of the strong, traditional charac-

ter in the Markina Carnivals, Alarabie. He is a man-
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ea ting monster like Tartalo or Tartarus—a monster

to be caught and destroyed. At the very least, he is a

monster to push aside. It goes without saying that his

name comes from the word arabe (Arabian) and

echoes the time when, in 1492, the Jews were expe -

lled from the Iberian Peninsula, the time when the

an ti-Jewish sentiment was strong, and the Catholic

King and Queen of Castile and Aragon expelled

them. Apparently, at some point, people in Markina

bestowed the name Alarabie upon the mythological

character they called Tartalo. The Alarabie name itself

clearly showed who they wanted to drive from the

town. On many of the Basque Country mountains

we find spectacular cromlechs, or large stones, skillfu -

lly arranged in a circular structure. These structures

ha ve endured from prehistoric times to the present

and are called mairu baratze (garden of Arabs). This

name conveys the idea that these wonders were

built by others outside the Basque culture who did

not share our beliefs. Non-Christian, that is.

There are other examples, such as the Judimendi

Park in Gasteiz. The cemetery of the Jews was lo-
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cated on that lookout point, until the Catholic Mo-

narchs expelled them. Before they left, the Jews who

lived in Gasteiz spoke with the mayor, the highest au-

thority in the city. He promised them he would pre-

serve and take care of their cemetery. Today, what at

one time had been the Jewish cemetery, is now a

beautiful park. 

When talking about immigrants, it seems that we

often use the word integration. However, in today’s

twenty-first century society, it would be more appro-

priate to use the word inclusion. Integration means

that a person becomes a member of an existing ho-

mogenous group that is not one’s own. It means the

melting of one’s uniqueness and identity into the

group’s homogeneity, by setting aside and forgetting

one’s cultural heritage. Inclusion, on the contrary, aims

to increase. That is to say, not to become a mere

copy of the dominant homogeneity, because the uni-

formity of society will take us nowhere. Inclusion

means not to ostracize anybody, and to guarantee

everyone’s equal participation.
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Jose Antonio Agirre left behind Txomin Agirre’s old-

fas hioned beliefs and took notice of the complexity and

diversity of our society. The president created a com -

pletely plural Basque government with the support of

left-wing parties. Agirre, instead of ignoring social

change, decided to accept innovation and unite forces

in his short presidency whose goal was the defense of

freedom. Agirre absorbed the ideas that were widely

spread in Europe, specifically from the Social Christian

Party. It was impossible to avert one’s gaze, and to look

away when the social and class differences were so

pronounced and painful. 

Nevertheless, Agirre was not the only one who

took a step forward. 

It is said that in the Gipuzkoa valley of Deba, the

last witches died forever when they started making

weapons in neighboring Mondragon. In other words,

when technology overcame superstition. Certainly,

factories pushed Basques to set aside old beliefs and

brought a welfare state with rights for men and wo -

men. The presence of factories and foundries are
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deeply rooted in the Deba Valley. At one time, Eibar

was considered to be the most Basque speaking city

among larger cities, even when it was full of factories!

The song interpreted by the group Oskorri, Forja rien

kanta (The forgers’ song) was the Eibar factory wor -

kers’ song. That song demands better wor king condi -

tions in Basque. The Durango socialist Tomas Mea  be

wro te poetry completely in Basque.

Similarly, in the Deba Valley, Jose Mari Arizmendia -

rreta was sent to Arrasate to serve as a priest on Fe -

bruary 5, 1941. He was born in Barinaga and, during

the Spanish Civil War, he had worked for the periodi -

cal Eguna. As soon as he arrived in Arrasate, he foste -

red sports clubs and vocational schools. It was

Ariz mendiarreta who initiated the cooperative mo -

ve ment in the 1950s, where instead of working for

an owner, a collective of people—the workers them-

selves—would own the business. This inventive philo -

so phy has spurred the movement to spread in the

Bas que Country and abroad. Ultimately, the Coope -

ratives have become a reflection of the Basque cha -

rac ter and our work ethic, at home and abroad.y
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VIII

Equal Opportunity

If we enter the words hiru olatuak (three waves) in -

to the Basque Wikipedia site, this is what we will find:

“This story of the Basque Country coastline is well-

known; it brings together Basque mythology and the

ethnography of small ports. There are as many settings

as there are versions of the story; sometimes there

are witches, other times ‘lamiak’”. This story appears

for the first time in the 1866 book by Joan Ignazio Ara -

kis  tain titled Tradiciones vasco-cántabras (Basque and

Can tabrian Traditions). Under it, we read: “Once upon

a time, a fisherman, cursed by a witch or a Lamia, endu -

red the attack of three giant waves while navigating

the open sea. When the third wave was about to de-

vour the small boat, the fisherman was warned by a
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friend and shot his harpoon straight to the heart of

the wave and heard a terrible cry. The wave turned

red and then disappeared without touching the boat.

When the young fisherman returned to port, he rea -

li zed who the witch was”.

The story of the three waves might sound familiar

to the reader. There is also another version where

the witch happens to be the fisherman’s wife and

when she appears in the water, transformed as a wa -

ve, he kills her because of her evil nature. Once again,

the wife is the villain, and the husband the hero. The

husband killed the wife because she had a bad repu -

ta tion. Apparently, during the night, she would go to

Cuba with a friend and return the next day! A rebe -

llio us wife that had to be punished. There is no plane

yet that flies at such supersonic speed! 

Even though the so-called Basque matriarchy has

been often mentioned, it is not clear whether it ever

existed. The latest research suggests that over the last

5000 years there has not been a matriarchy any-

where in the world. We, the Basques, are of an old
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country; however, we can’t claim that matriarchy has

been strong among us.  

The writer and politician Manuel Sota wrote that

when the Romans arrived in the Basque Country they

brought their religion with them. In the classic world

they had many gods, great and small, male and female,

good and bad. There were almost as many gods as

places on earth: rivers, mountains, and fields all had

gods. When the Romans tried to impose those gods

on Basque society, apparently the Basques replied, “We

don’t need any gods; our gods are female”. It is not

clear where Sota got that story, but isn’t it beautiful?

It is a beautiful thought, but it is in no way true. Al-

though we have repeated this old Basque matriarchy

fabrication time after time, it is nothing but wishful thin -

king. In the Basque Country, it is men who always have

been in charge. We would be better off forgetting the

utopias of the past, and start building a society based

on true gender equality. 

Women have endured as best they could in the

past, sometimes with more freedom, and other times
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they have been completely overpowered. Anthropo -

logists believe that Basque coastal women have been

able to enjoy more freedom because they were

accus tomed to being alone in female company, with

no men by their side. These women even went to

church by themselves.

Father Larramendi said that the women who lived

in the port of Donostia were unusual. They were not

in clined to marry and, apparently, they were in charge

of home finances. Among others worth mentioning

are Sister Joan Agnes of the Cross, the Basque-Mexi-

can poet and writer who wrote in Basque, and Dolo -

res Ibarruri, the communist politician. These women,

ho wever, are the exceptions. We had to wait for the

fe minist movement for women to claim their voice. 

Another example is the 1979 case, well known as

“The eleven women of Bilbao”. The women were

accu sed of getting abortions and prosecuted, which

caused a big ruckus. At that time, abortion had not

been legalized in the Spanish State. Thousands of wo -

men, involved in the pro-abortion rights movement,
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declared, before the judge, that they too had had abor-

tions. The trial lasted until 1982. Finally, after seeing the

resulting popular movement, the authorities freed all

but one of the women. She was punished, accused of

per forming the abortions. Ultimately, she was freed be-

cause of the amnesty law. 

This is not an isolated example.

Many regional feminist associations were created

to work in support of women’s rights. Other institu-

tions soon followed their example. As the result of

feminist conferences, organized in 1977 and 1984 at

the University of the Basque Country, the proclama-

tion for equality gained strength in Euskadi. Some

women thought that the feminist fight had to be se -

pa rated from institutions, and that only non-govern-

mental organizations should participate in the fight.

Others, on the contrary, believed that official institu-

tions could be of great help in the fight for equal

rights. After 1986, more than 80 women from the

Bas que Country began meeting in Zarautz to ask the

Basque Parliament to create an organization to pro-

mote gender equality.
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That is how Emakunde came about in 1988. This

was a ground-breaking institution because, at that ti -

me, few political administrations had a division dedi -

ca ted to equality issues. Today, the fight to support

equality has reached men too. Equality is not solely a

women’s issue; men must also change their attitude.

Some time ago, there were campaigns to encoura -

ge women to report any type of violence against

them. The effort did not stop there. It evolved and

to day there is an effort to direct this concern to men

too. This is critical because men can make a difference

in promoting equality. Many men have organized in

ci ties and towns in search of a new masculinity. Femi -

nism has questioned the role of masculinity and, con-

sequently, many men, often gathered in groups, are

re flecting about their place and function in society.    

These are new men who want to eradicate any

tra ce of sexist attitudes in everyday life.  

These men prefer to lay down their witch-killing

har poons forever and surf the waves with women,

pla ying together in the sea as one.y
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IX

John Adams’ Visit: 
Our Collective Identity

John Adams, the second president of the United

States, visited Bizkaia in 1780. Apparently, he came to

Europe looking for funds to support their indepen -

den ce. Once there, he visited several countries on

the old continent looking for inspiration for the new

organization of the United States of America. He was

in  terested in visiting places that had democratic

structures. This resulted in the publication of his re-

search in 1787, A Defense of Constitutions of Govern-

ment of the United States of America. Adams used

Biz kaia, the Netherlands and the cantons of Switzer-

land as models of democracy. He said that Bizkaia

was a republic “that never wished to have a mo -
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narch”, and that it preserved, unchanged, “its lan-

guage, character, law, government and customs, more

than any other country in Europe”. 

Adams was surely referring to the Old Law of Biz -

kaia and to the provisions that prohibited torture and

eviction, among others. It is well known that the mem -

bers of the Seignory of Bizkaia met yearly under the

tree of Gernika to deliberate and make communal de-

cisions. Under that same tree, the monarchs of Castile

had to take an oath to respect the laws of the land. 

At that time, all houses of Bizkaia had the right to

one vote: each hearth had its own. The seignory met

around the tree of Gernika, in a circle. At home, they

gathered in a round wooden building built around

the hearth, as houses then were round and made

out of wood. This tradition continued until the six-

teenth century when farmhouses were built of stone. 

There is a story that the great folklorist Resurrec-

ción María de Azkue documented in Gasteiz. The tale

speaks to the controversy of whether Castile had to

respect the Old Law of Bizkaia. The story makes refe -
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ren ce to an old custom, a custom that had endured

until not long ago.

Alfonso VIII, King of Castile, swore to the inhabi-

tants of Gasteiz that he would respect the Old Law,

but with one condition: he would agree to this as

long as the Zadorra River, which flowed through Gas -

teiz, would continue to feed its waters into the Ebro

River. Therefore, on the feast of Saint John, the mayor

of Gasteiz, in order to fulfill this condition, had to

throw a piece of paper into the Zadorra River to

ma ke sure that it would reach the Ebro. We are un-

sure if that wet piece of paper ever reached the King

of Castile’s hands or got lost on its journey. 

John Adams’ reference to the Old Law of Bizkaia

high lights the Basques’ preference for democracy. Whi -

le this primitive democracy, similar to the ancient

Greeks’ which kept slaves, cannot compare to modern

democracy, it is an indication of our Basque identity.

We have wished to organize in this manner, acting with

the highest level of equality. The oft-mentioned “Uni-

versal Nobility” also helped Basques rank high on the

scale of the empire that nearly ruled the entire world.
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All things have their pluses and minuses, though. Our

te rritories were the purest, proud of their clean

blood, not having mixed with Jews, Muslims or Afri -

cans, proud.  

On the other hand, Basques have the peculiar ten-

dency to be ‘we’, perhaps because, if compared to oth-

ers, we are so few. That might be why we tend to

gather often, for any occasion. It is possible that farmers

would look at their neighbors harshly, but when they

needed each other’s help, they did not hesitate to

work together in what is known in Basque as auzolan

(com munal work). The harvesting of the forests fre-

quently was communal. In the fishing world, they orga -

nized in kofradiak (fishermen’s brotherhoods) and

fis  hermen enjoyed their basic rights. For example, if a

fisherman’s wife fell ill, the husband was not obligated

to go to sea. He would collect his share of the catch

that the others brought to port. 

Today, the oldest administrative entities still in ope -

ration are our provincial governments. They had their

own organizational norms, with responsibility for their

territory and its inhabitants. They had broad jurisdic-
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tion. It has been this way for centuries, with stable pe-

riods and times of upheaval. The now oft-mentioned

Economic Agreement, for example, was es tablished in

1878, after the third Carlist War. 

Similarly, in October 1937, in wartime, the first Bas -

que Government was created following the pro vin cial

go vernment model. It had nearly full authority over

healthcare, defense, treasury, education, security, and

cul ture. It also issued a passport, known as Igarobidea,

and a currency, Euzkoa After forty years of exile that

was driven by Franco’s dictatorship, the Bas que Go -

vern ment was re-established on April 9, 1980. 

Yes, we have an ancient inclination for self-govern-

ment, a desire to organize ourselves our way and

make our own decisions. To be able to do so, we have

reached agreements with others, with other authori -

ties and leaders. There have been calm periods and

times of great tension, especially when our historic

rights have not been respected.

We also love social cohesion. We love to treat

eve ry individual with equality, and the enactment of
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the Guaranteed Income Subsidy demonstrates that

principle.

This is not limited to the political realm, however.

The tendency to gather is a social value too, as there

are countless sports associations, charitable organiza-

tions, clubs, and other groups in the Basque Country. 

Another example of our collective character is the

ten dency we have to gather together to make state-

ments, often in a festive manner. One colorful example,

is the Korrika, the fun-run fundraiser that su pports the

Bas que language. Korrika, held biannually, crisscrosses

the Basque Country from north to south and east to

west. Thousands of people partici pate in this wonderful

ra ce that has no winner. We feel pride when participa -

ting in other events like the annual Durangoko azoka

(Du rango book and music fair) or the Bertsolari txa pel -

keta (improvisational poetry competition) that is cele-

brated once every four years, because we feel part of

a community—a community that loves the Basque lan-

guage. Whether one knows Basque or not, no matter

where we’re from, we all run to support our language. 
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We keep Adams’ words in mind: A society that

“has kept its language, character, law, government and

customs”.

Despite changes, it is a source of our character.y
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X

The Twenty-First Century: 
Who We Are and What We Can Improve

We Basques, though a geographically small coun-

try, have always had the courage to carry on. Like wa -

ter, we have always found our way here and there,

no matter the obstacles. We have always moved for-

ward by embracing technological innovation, always

looking ahead in an effort to improve ourselves.

While we often look to the outside, we must, for

an instant, look internally at ourselves and recognize

the strengths and advantages we possess. On the

one hand, we realize what we have already achieved

and remind ourselves that we have a strong founda-

tion upon which to build. On the other hand, we
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must examine what we can improve and make wise

decisions about our future. 

In the industrial sector, we have a strong macro-

economic structure which is diverse and ever-trans-

forming. Renewal must be constant, however. Though

we have made great strides with digital connectivity,

there is the constant need to adapt to current times.

In order to do so, many resources have to be made

available, such as for youth employment.

We have a very mobile society. In the tradition of

Juan Sebastian Elkano or Manuel Iradier, few people

work where they live today. The distance between

Basque Country cities is about an hour, and the dis-

tance between smaller towns is not much greater. The

internet has helped us strengthen our internal fabric,

and it has allowed us to network with one another

here, as well as to connect us with those abroad. In

order to continue as a strong country, we must keep

communicating with one another, just as neurons

function by interconnecting with other neurons.

Education is closely tied to talent. Speaking several

languages and keeping knowledge current is no small
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achievement. We have an exemplary vocational edu-

cation system, built upon our first vocational school that

was established in 1540. The humanist Bishop Rodrigo

Sáez de Mercado de Zuazola created the Sancti Spi -

ritus University in his own town of Oñati, where theo -

logy, law, canon law, arts and medicine were taught.    

Two hundred years later, during the eighteenth

cen tury, Xabier Munibe, a member of the Enlighten-

ment movement, supported the creation of the Ro -

yal Seminary of Bergara, formed by the Society of

Friends of the Basque Country. Many scientific advan -

ces were made in Bergara. Among them was one

accom plishment that will endure forever: the disco -

ve ry of tungsten by the Elhuyar brothers.

Today, there are three universities in Euskadi: The

University of the Basque Country, the University of

Deusto, and the University of Mondragon. As the re-

sult of the journey that began in the 1980s with the

Sta tute of the Basque Autonomous Community, we

have achieved universal education: anyone can attend

the university today. The main challenge ahead is the

quality of education. We must refine the level of our
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universities, to be on the leading edge worldwide and

attract talent, so that we, in this corner of Europe,

may become a beacon of knowledge.

We must wholeheartedly support science. Initiati -

ves like Ikerbasque or NanoGUNE are essential, as

is the Donostia science festival Passion for Knowledge,

which brings world-renowned scientists to the Bas -

que Country. 

Science needs soul, the soul that culture brings.

Once and for all, we must believe that culture is our

country’s clothing, that culture dresses our society and

is that which makes our country visible to others. Bas -

que culture-makers cannot endure lack of funding.

Our musicians, actors, writers, dancers, illustrators and

other artists need ongoing support. Euskadi has always

been a cultural power house—it is a unique strength.

For instance, when other means of expression were

for bidden, culture filled this void. Thanks to culture, we

have always known who we are. When it was forbi-

dden to speak about our identity in the education sys-

tem and media, a song taught us more about ourselves
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than any refined revolutionary essay. We must keep

this in mind and never forget the lessons of repression. 

Today, there are thousands of highly talented, crea -

tive youth working in cinema, literature, music, dance,

plas tic arts, and more. This is a wonderful generation

that is riding the lip of the wave. This generation has

no inhibition or barriers to get out in the world. Let’s

protect and help these new generation. This will show

us the road toward visibility in the international arena.

Moreover, we will feel proud of ourselves. Small coun-

tries can profit from small triumphs.  

Gastronomy, it goes without saying, is one of our

points of pride and we are reaping the excellent re-

sults of well-executed team work. Who would have

be lieved 40 years ago that our cuisine would have

reached this superior level? Chefs showcase our

country to the world. As an old recipe book explains,

when elderly Basque women needed to boil beans,

they put the pot on the window sill to collect rain

water. That was their secret. Beans cooked in rain

water. Pure poetry!  
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Let’s look at where we live. We have the coast,

farmland, cities, and towns. We look at the world from

this small corner of the Atlantic. We are close to the

center of Europe, America across the ocean, Africa to

the South, not that far away. It is an excellent location.

Now, though, we must take care of our land. Farmers

and fishermen are increasingly focusing their efforts

toward that goal. Though it might seem paradoxical,

the traditional ways of fishing are the most ecological

ones and small plots of land are the most sustainable

and healthy. Txomin Jaka Kortajarena, in exile in Ar-

gentina, complained because bees were dying. Their

deaths pained him. Today our farmers share the con-

cern. They want to live in harmony with the land and

sustainably with what is harvested from it.  At the same

time, they want to offer healthy produce to those who

live in towns and cities. Our rich environment offers

us the opportunity to do just that.   

We are part of Europe. By looking at the world,

we realize that Europe is an exception in many ways.

The European Union, shortcomings and all, continues

to be a dream when it comes to freedom, social poli -
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tics, and diversity. Nevertheless, there are shadows.

There is the extreme right, trying to rekindle the

night mares that set off the Second World War. We

should be more generous and much more tolerant

toward immigrants.

Jose Antonio Agirre dreamed of the union of Eu-

ropean countries when the notion was nothing but

an idea. He worked toward achieving that goal along -

si de other European politicians. Their goal was for Eu -

ro pe to be the land of freedom. 

It is not an easy task for stateless nations to make

themselves visible and consequential. But there is no

other way. Countries large and small must have their

voi ce and decision-making power, in the most diverse

unity possible. We have the right to be part of a hu -

man collective: members of our Basque community

and, at the same time, the European community. The

rights of all individuals must be guaranteed. There is no

other way but to live in equality, respecting all minori-

ties so their members are indeed equal to others, re-

gardless of their sexual orientation, gender, or origin. 
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We too are a minority and, as such, have often en-

dured hard times. We have been pushed aside and,

at times, have felt like second-class people. We have

learned our lesson: it would not be right for us to

treat others as we have previously been treated. Our

goal is a diverse and inclusive society.   

Being Basque cannot be a synonym for being clo -

sed-minded. To be Basque must be a nod to the

world’s diversity. Our stance is pro-diversity, we do

not like navel gazing. Consequently, it is imperative

that we appropriately close the very recent violent

chap ter of our Basque history. In the past 40 years,

we have hurt each other too much, and human rights

have been constantly ignored. Many savageries have

been committed in our name: the name of the Bas -

ques. We all are responsible, at some level, for that

hell. We have kept quiet or looked away. We need to

speak about that clearly. The philosopher Hannah

Arendt said that, in order to be free, it is necessary

to shed light on the past. And that is exactly what we

are working on, respecting the suffering of all, and

self-criticizing, accepting what was done wrong.
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There is no other way to advance.

Though small, we Basques have always had the

cou rage to carry on. Like a dripping leak or a flowing

stream, we must always go on, this way or that way.

Now, it is time to showcase our work, so our land is

visible to the world: the way it is, with no disguises.

And with no shame, either.y
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XI

The Last Word

As Julio Caro Baroja wrote, the fact that there is a

storm does not mean that the tree will not grow.

Strong characters are created in the most difficult of

times, much in the same way that trees sprout on

coastal cliffs, bent by the force of the wind, but re-

main strong at the same time. In Basque, the word

be harra (need) means work in the Bizkaia dialect.

Pushed by that ‘need’, we Basques have kept going

forward in the hardest of times, finding solutions with

great effort and intelligence. The development of

technology arises from difficulty. Otherwise, how did

Andres de Urdaneta or Miguel Lopez Legazpi in the

sixteenth century, in the most difficult of conditions,

navigate expanding new routes that were unknown
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until then? Legazpi, for example, fought against pirates

and opened the route toward Asia. Later the mer-

chant ships followed. Juan Sebastian Elkano’s bravery

is better known, perhaps because the native of Getaria

happened to be the first person to circumnavigate the

world. Urdaneta and Legazpi not only expanded the

navigation routes, but they also kept detailed records

of their experiences in logbooks. The issue is not just

to discover new routes, but to spread the word so

others can continue the work. After all, we are nothing

but links in a long chain. Urdaneta, Lagazpi, and Elkano

were aware of this principle. They knew that others

would follow, which is why they kept logbooks to en-

sure their knowledge would not be lost.

That is how we arrived at the twenty-first century.

The new century has almost completed its second

decade and we can foresee, more or less what kind

of world we are headed toward. Ultimately, we can

say that there are two worlds in one. Our planet con-

sists of two sides, like the moon: one dark and the

other bright, referring not to geography, but to ideas.

The heartless, greedy sharks are lined up on one side,
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those who employ exclusion and contempt toward

minorities, the supremacists, those who utter and pro-

mote hate and lies on the internet, those who think

that our problems are solved through violence. On

the other side, there is light. People who embrace

equality, diversity, and knowledge. Those who see wo -

men as equals, who recognize, respect and support

minorities, those who worry about the well-being of

the planet, those who are concerned about climate

change, those who lament the regression of the free-

doms and rights that have been achieved through

great effort and struggle, and those who believe in

cultural diversity, and languages great and small. Our

country, if it exists at all, if it has a future, will be on

this bright side. Otherwise, we are doomed.

Therefore, it is fundamental not to feel too com-

fortable. We must set aside negative attitudes and

not get stuck. We need an all-encompassing strategy

for our country, one that will have us all rowing to-

gether. Our strength and initiatives must aim for the

same goal: they need to resemble the shape of an

umbrella, where little extensions originate at different
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points but all come together at the tip. Business peo-

ple, scientists, teachers, workers, intellectuals, unem-

ployed people, immigrants, natives, politicians, social

workers, all of us must come together, with common

goals so our country, society, and community can ma -

ke strides in these challenging times. No one knows

the direction in which the world is headed. We must

know what we want and don’t want—so that we are

rea dy for anything. We must always have a dream—

a diverse and shared dream. 

We must always go a step ahead, leaving difficulties

and obstacles behind.

The eminent linguist Koldo Mitxelena wrote that in

ancient times, a very small community held on to the

Bas que language. The original speakers of the Basque

language may have been very few. Perhaps they all

could have fit inside the Ekain, Izturitze, and Santima -

mi ñe caves. Regardless, we have succeeded in advan-

cing our culture and retaining our uniqueness. Today,

di fferences are not seen as negative, but rather, posi-

tive, because uniqueness and diversity of thought are

important values in Euskadi and across the world. 
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Basques are scattered everywhere. Basques who

live abroad today have the best opportunity ever to

participate in their country’s projects, processes and

tasks through social media. Those of us who remain

in the Basque Country also can join amazing oppor-

tunities in new and enriching ways. Therefore, let us

build a diverse Basque identity, inviting others, yet re-

taining the identities of those who still live here. We

must come up with resources. We have an inclusive

society waiting, whose goal is social cohesion.

A cultured and open society that knows where it

co mes from and where it is headed is a society with

a mature criterion to analyze events, and it is a plural

so ciety formed by educated and autonomous indi-

viduals.

Many around the world agree that, despite its

small size, the Basque Country excels on many great

le vels. Let’s hold on to that. Being small is not an obs -

ta cle: it could instead be an advantage.  

We opened with Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, and

we close this tale with her. The author writes to a new
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mother in her work Dear Ijeawele, or a Feminist Mani-

festo in Fifteen Suggestions. Her final suggestion states:

Teach her about difference. Make difference ordi-

nary. Make difference normal. Teach her not to attach

value to difference. And the reason for this is not to be

fair or nice, but merely to be human and practical. And

by teaching her about difference, you are equipping her

to survive in a diverse world.

Our country, our society that is unique, stands with

a diverse world of nearly ten million species, among

which, our country is one, small, colorful bird.y
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